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Abstract
Wepresent an application designated to the calculation of probabilities in the card gamebridge.
The application can be used by bridge players to
improve their decisions in the game. Wedescribe
in detail howa Bayesian network is dynamically
generated depending on the case presented to the
application. Wealso present a communication
languagewhichmakesthe specification of all kinds
of relevant evidence simple. The communication
languagealso makesit easy to specify requests for
probabilities of complexproperties of the distribution of cards. Weexplain how the probability
of a strategy for declarer’s play being successful
is calculated by transforming the corresponding
condition to disjunctive normal from. Finally, we
give examples showing the use of PROBSY.
Introduction
Bridge is a card game played by four players which are
initially dealt 13 cards each. Eachplayer is usually associated with one of the four directions of the world and
they are organized in two pairs such that North and
South are partners and similarly are East and West.
The game consists of two phases, an auction and the
play of the cards. During the auction each partnership bids to get a contract. The pair who makes the
highest bid gets a contract to win a certain number of
tricks. The two players who get the contract are called
declarer and dummywhile the players of the other pair
are called the defenders (Francis, Truscott, & Francis
1994). Throughout this paper we assume South to be
declarer.
After the auction declarer’s left hand opponent makes
a lead and dummyplaces her cards face up on the table and she no longer participates in the game. Now,
only two hands are unknownto the three players still
remaining in the game. Based on information revealed
during the auction, each player has an opinion about
the hands he or she cannot see. That is, each player
is uncertain about the distribution of the hidden cards,
because each player has imperfect information about
the state of the game (Blair, Mutchler, & Liu 1993).
After the lead is made, declarer (the decision maker)
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should decide on a strategy (also referred to as a plan)
for playing the two hands he controls.
Manybridge players use much time to perform aftergame analysis. In particular, declarer’s play is often
heavily discussed. Such discussions are often focused
on the probability of the cards held by the defenders
being distributed in a certain way. Therefore, many
bridge players could benefit from a tool which can be
used to perform after-game analysis. PRoBSY(short
for probability calculation system) is such a tool.
PROBSY
is primarily a tool for calculating the probability of a strategy being successful given someknowledge about the distribution of cards. A strategy is successful if declarer wins at least the numberof tricks bid
during the auction. Given astrategy declarer makes his
contract if the cards are distrib.uted in a certain way.
In the rest of the paper we describe how a Bayesian
network is dynamically generated each time the user
wants to calculate probabilities of properties of the distribution of the defenders cards. Wealso present a language to communicate with the inference engine. Using the communication language it is possible to specify properties of the distribution knownto the decision
maker and conditions under which a strategy will succeed. Next, w~ describe howprobabilities of conditions
specified in the communicationlanguage is calculated.
Twoexamples are used to show what kinds of decisions
PROBSYcan be used to support. Finally, we compare
PROBSY
with another system and provide a discussion.
Bayesian
Networks
A Bayesian network is an acyclic graph whose nodes
represent random variables and whose edges represent causal dependencies between these variables. A
Bayesian network is a well suited representation of a
joint probability distribution over a set of variables.
The representation
can be simplified by exploiting
causal independences among the variables.
Weuse Bayesian networks to represent the joint probability distribution of the cards initially distributed between the defenders only. It is not necessary to represent the cards initially held by declarer and dummy,
because as declarer we are only interested in properties
of the cards distributed between the defenders.
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Each of the cards known to be held by one of the
defenders initially are represented by a randomvariable
with two states, one for each of the defenders (East
and West). As we do not represent the cards held by
declarer and dummyin the network, PFtOBSYhas to
dynamically generate a new Bayesian network each time
the user wants to calculate the probability of a set of
conditions.
Figure 1 shows a simplified ~ersion of a Bayesian network generated by PROBSY.The network is simplified
compared to the actual network generated in the sense
that no intermediate nodes are included in the figure.
Only the nodes necessary to get an impression of how
the model is build are shown.

FigureI: An exampleof a simplifiedversionof a
Bayesiannetworkgeneratedby PROBSY.
The figure contains three different blocks of nodes.
Block 1 contains 26 nodes. Each node in this block
represents one of ttle cards held by the defenders. We
call the nodes in block 1 the card nodes.
Block 2 contains four nodes. These nodes are used
to represent the number of cards initially held by West
in each of the suits. If there axe n card nodes in block
1 of a particular suit, the corresponding node in block
2 has n % 1 states labelled 0, 1,... ,n. Note that when
we know the number of cards held by West it is easy
to calculate the number of cards held by East and vice
versa. Werefer to the nodes in block 2 as the .suit
counting nodes.
All card nodes in block 1 representing cards in the
same suit are parents of the corresponding suit counting
node. This makes it easy" to determine the state of the
suit counting node given a configuration of the parent
nodes. Given a configuration of the parents, the state
of a suit counting node reflects the numberof cards held
by West in the parent configuration.
Block 3 contains five nodes. Each of the four bottommost nodes represent the number of high card points
(Aces(4),
Kings(3),
Queens(2),
andJacks(1))
heldby Westin the corresponding
suit.Thesefour
nodesaretheparents
ofthefifthnode,andtheyarereferred
to as thesuithcpcounting
nodes.
Thefifthnode
represents
thetotalnumber
of highcardpoints
initially
heldby Westandis referred
to as thehcpcounting
node.
Thefivenodeshavestatesreflecting
thepossible
number of highcardpointsheldby Westin any suitand
totally.
Again,if we knowthenumberof highpoints
heldby Westeither
in a certain
suitor totally,
thenit
is easytocalculate
thenumber
of highcardpoints
held
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by East and vice versa. The state of the fifth node is
determined in a fashion similar to how" the state of a
suit counting node is determined.
Finally, the node labelled Constraint is not part of
any block. This node is used to insure that the probabilities calculated are conditioned on the fact that each
player initially holds 13 cards. The constraint node has
two states yes and no. The parent nodes of the node
are the suit counting nodes. For each configuration of
the parent nodes the state of the constraint node is yes,
if the configuration reflects a situation where West initially holds 13 cards. Otherwise the constraint node is
in state no. This makes it easy to condition on the fact
that each player initially holds 13 cards: select state
yes in the constraint node, see (Jensen 1996) for details
on the technique of using constraints in Bayesian networks. Please note that the card nodes are the only
nodes without parents. The prior probability distribution of a card node is uniform, and all other probability
distributions are logical in the sense that the state of a
node is deterministically determined by" the configuration of the parent set.
To support the use of Bayesian networks wc use
HUGIN.HUGINperforms the propagation of evidence
in a secondary structure knownas a junction tree, see
(Jensen 1996) for a description of junction trees. Weencountered practical problems related to the size of the
junction tree generated by the Hi;GIN inference engine.
The problem is that the size of the cliques in the junction tree grows exponential in the number of parents
of each node in the Bayesian network. One solution to
this problem is to use modelling techniques as described
in (Jensen 1996).
A number of intermediate nodes is added to the network to minimize the amount of space needed to store
the joint probability distribution and to ease the specification of certain kinds of evidence. The connections
added are all logical, so the conditional probability tables are easy to specify. Wehave in particular used
the technique called divorcing. Assume a node B has
a set of parents Ai,... ,A,~. Then Al ..... Ai is divorced from Ai÷l ..... A, by introducing a new mediating node C with AI .... , Ai as parents and B as a
child. The assumption behind this technique is that the
set of configurations of A1,..., Ai can be partitioned
into sets c~,..., ck such that whenevertwo configurations al ..... ai and a~,... , a~ are elements of the same
set ci, then P(B I al,... ,ai) = P(B l a~ .... ,a~). The
divorcing variable C has states cl,... , c~, see (Jensen
1996) for further details.
Figure 2 shows in more detail how divorcing is used
in the Bayesian networks dynamically generated.

The Language
To ease the specification of information knownto the
decision maker (declarer) and the requests for probabilities of various properties of the distribution of defenders
cards, a communication language has been developed.
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Figure 2: An example of a Bayesian network generated
by PROBSY.

The language is based on a small set of operators with
two important properties. First, the operators make it
possible to specify all kinds of information the decision
maker might have about the distribution of the defenders cards. Second, all kinds of properties of the distribution are easily specified using the operators of the
language. PROBSY
is not intelligent, so the user has to
extract and specify all the information she might have
about the distribution of the defenders cards. This information can either be extracted from the auction or
from previously played tricks. Furthermore, if the user
wants to know" the probability of certain properties of
the distribution, then she has to specify these properties
as a condition herself.
The language contains five fundamental operators.
These operators can be used to indicate the number of
cards a certain player holds in a certain suit, to indicate the number of high card points a certain player
holds, and to indicate the location of a certain card.
Because the language basically only consists of three
simple operators the more complex the evidence and
the properties are, the more complex conditions have
to be specified as input. The precision of the calculated
probabilities depends on how careful the user is when
specifying the evidence and the properties. Below we
explain the special operators of the language. In the descriptions <suit> indicates one of the four suits (&, 0:
~), &) and <direction> indicates one of the two defenders (West or East). The operators have the following
syntactical form:
<suit> (<direction>)
eg. diamonds(West)=3. This
operator refers to the number of cards initially held
by the player indicated (<direction>) in the suit indicated (<suit>).
hcp (<direction>) eg. hcp(West)=12. This operator
refers to the total numberof high card points initially
held by the player indicated (<direction>).
hcp(<direction>, <suit>) eg. hcp(West, spades)
[1, 3]. This operator refers to the number of high

cardpointsinitially
heldby theplayerindicated
(<direction>)
in thesuitindicated
(<suit>).
hand(<card>)--<direction>
eg. hand(dA)=West.
This operator can be used to specify that the player
indicated (<direction>) initially held the card indicated (<card>).
hand(<cardl
>, <card2>)=<direction>
eg.
hand(sK,sQ)=West.This operatorcan be used
to specifythatthe playerindicated
(<direction>)
played
thefirstcard(<cardl
>),whenhe justas well
couldhaveplayedthesecond(<card2>),
if he held
bothcards.Thatis,thisoperator
is usedto handle
situations
whereone of the defenders
mighthave
hada restricted
choice.
Thefirstfouroperators
arepointers
to specific
sets
ofstates
inspecific
variables
oftheBayesian
networks.
Thelastoperator
shownis theonlyoperator
whichrequiredaddition
of nodesto theBayesian
network
generated.Whenthisoperator
is used,thenodescorrespondingto thetwocardsindicated
getsa commonchildwith
two states: one to indicate that <direction> played the
first card and one to indicate that she played the second
card. Nowchoosing the state corresponding to the card
actually played makes the two card nodes d-connected.
This new node is used to handle situations where the
rule of restricted choice applies. This topic is elaborated
further later on.
The communication language is based on the set of
Boolean combinations of the operators. The rules of
precedence are such that parentheses are calculated first
following in order by negations, conjunctions and disjunctions. This implies that aVbAcis short for aV(bAc).
To ease the specification of complexconditions it is
possible to define macros. Macros make it possible to
build more complex conditions in a bottom-up fashion.
Consider the two examples below showing how macros
are defined:
finesse_spfhand(s J) =I/est
hand(sJ)fl~-ast and spades(East)=l;
lof2_finesses_in_clfhand(cJ)fEast
or hand(cK)=East;
First we define the macro finesse_sp I to equal a condition specifying that West holds &J or East holds
&J and precisely
one spade. The second macro
(I o/~_finesses_in_cl) is defined to equal a condition specifying that East holds 8J or OK.
To make PROBSY
calculate the probability of properties of the distribution of the defenders cards a string
and a condition corresponding to the properties has to
be specified. The string is used whenthe results of the
computations are displayed.
The following example shows how to make PROBSY
calculate the probability of a condition build as a conjunction of the macros defined above.
I A finesse in bridge is defined as the attempt to win a
trick with a lower ranking card by taking advantage of a
favorable position of higher ranking cards held by the defenders (Francis, Truscott, &Francis 1994).
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"Plan1 : " : finesse_sp
and lof2_finesses_in_cl
Probability
Calculation
Statements in the communication language can refer to
suits, cards, and high card points. It is easy to deal with
statements only involving a single variable as its probability distribution is available whenthe networkis initialized. It gets a little more complicated whendealing
with composite conditions (conjunctions and disjunctions of literals 2 or other composite conditions). Composite conditions consisting of conjunctions only can be
entered as evidence in the Bayesian network by entering
the literals one by one. The probability of the condition
is equal to the probability of the evidence entered. The
probability of the evidence entered is achieved as a side
effect of propagation. That is, Bayesian networks support calculation of the probability of a composite condition consisting of conjunctions only very well. The
probability of a composite condition including disjunctions cannot be calculated as easily.
To calculate the probability of a composite condition
we transform it to disjunctive normal form. A condition
m,
"
C is in disjunctive normal form if: C : Vi=I(Aj=I
l,~),
where the lij’s are literals. Anycondition can be transformed to an equivalent condition in disjunctive normal
form, where two conditions Cl and C2 are equivalent if
a model for Cl is also a model for C2 and vice versa.
To calculate the probability of an arbitrary condition
in disjunctive normal form we use the following fact:
11

mi

i=1

j=l

:
xc_{:ezl]<=<.}

(Al,j)),

iex j=:

wherethe lij’s are literals.
Whenfaced with a composite condition including disjunctions PROBSY
transforms it to an equivalent condition in disjunctive normal form and calculates the
probability of the equivalent condition using the probabilities of conjunctions only. The transformations are
performed using a set of rules based on the DeMorgan
laws and the distributive
laws. The time complexity
of the transformations is exponential in the number of
disjunctions.
An alternative approach to the calculation of the
probability of an arbitrary logical formula is to create
a node (or a set of nodes) in the network representing
the formula. This will eliminate the need to transform
the formula into disjunctive normal form, but it will increase the complexity of the junction tree constructed
from the Bayesian network considerably as new dependencies are introduced. If more than one statement is
specified on input, then either we get a larger more complicated Bayesian network and therefore a larger maybe
2Werefer to conditions involving only one variable as
literals. Wealso refer to negationsof literals as liteTals.
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intractable junction tree or we have to construct a new
Bayesian network and therefore a new junction tree for
each statement. With the approach we have taken it is
possible to use the same junction tree to calculate the
probability of all the statements specified on input.
Each time PROBSY
has to calculate the probability
of a conjunction it has to perform a propagation. To
reduce the number of propagations performed we compare the number of propagations needed to calculate
the probability of a condition C with the number of
propagations needed to calculate probability of -~C. We
choose to calculate the probability of the condition requiring the fewest number of propagations.
Another practical opportunity to speedup the calculation of a composite condition in disjunctive normal
form is to exploit that a conjunction might appear more
than once in the composite condition. Furthermore, one
conjunction might be implied by one of the other conjunctions in the composite condition. Wehave not in
the current implementation of PROBSY
exploited these
opportunities for speedup.
Examples
Wcnow give two examples showing what kinds of decisions PROBSY
Can be used to support.
Consider the distribution of cards shownbelow:
~AKT3
~AQT6
~JT
&543
N
W E
S

$Q2
~KJ987
¢K2
&AQT2
Weare as South declarer of a contract to make12 tricks
with hearts as trumps. The lead made by West is a
heart. After playing an additional round of trumps
where everyone follows suit we have to decide between
two different strategies. The first strategy is based on
a successful finesse in spades through West while the
second is based on playing for a drop of &J. If we
succeed in establishing four tricks in spades, then the
two diamonds held b v declarer can be discarded on the
third and fourth round of spades. This implies that we
only need one out of two finesses in clubs to make the
contract. On the other hand if ~J does not drop, then
we can make the contract if both finesses in clubs are
successful.
Below we show how the conditions under which the
first mentionedstrategy is successful can be specified:
"PlanI : " : finesse_sp
and lof2_finesses_in_cl
The second plan can be specified in a similar way.
PRoBSYcan also handle situations where the rule
of restricted choice is involved (Francis, Truscott,

Francis 1994). The issue is that the play of a card
which may have been selected as a choice of equal plays
increases the probability of the player initially holding a
card combination in which his choice was restricted. We
use the following example to make things clear. Assume
that we as declarer need one trick in the suit shown
below to make the contract:
6Q J9
W

E
S
~732

Let us also assume that we have enough entries to
reach the hand held by declarer to lead a small spade
toward dummytwice. On the first round of spades we
lead 62 and West plays low (&6), dummythe queen,
and East wins the trick with the ace. Nowwe have to
decide between the nine and the jack when the second
round of spades is played from declarer and West once
more plays low (68). The decision is easily made using PROBSY.Enter the evidence (the cards played by
the defenders) as a condition and specify two strategies
corresponding to playing ~t9 and playing 6J on the second round of spades, respectively. The evidence can be
specified as a condition in the following way:
hand(sK,sA)ffiEast

and hand(s6)fWest

The two strategies

can be specified as:

"Play
"Play

the
the

jack
nine

and hand(s8)ffiNest

: " : handCsA)fWest;
: " : hand(sT)fWest

The result of the computations shows that it is better to play&J (0.65)on the secondroundof spades
thanto play~t9(0.47).
Thenumber0.65indicates
the
probability
of winning
onetrickin thespadesuitgiven
declarer
follows
thefirstplan.Thatis,theprobability
of West holding hK is 65%. Similarly for the second
plan. If we perform the calculations without noticing
that the rule of restricted choice applies, the probabilities axe 48%and 48%, respectively.
Comparison
There exists other systems which can be used to decide between different strategies. Hans van Staveren has
implemented a system named DEALER(Staveren 1993)
which among other things can be used to calculate
probabilities of properties of the distribution. DEALER
establishes the probabilities using sampling. The system generates a number of distributions and counts the
numberof distributions fulfilling the properties specified by the user. This implies that the probabilities calculated depends heavily on the number of distributions
generated and especially on the number of distributions
fulfilling the properties. The probabilities calculated by
PROBSY
on the other hand are the correct probabilities.
Furthermore, when calculating the probability of very
complex properties or properties with a low probability
of being satisfied DEALER
can be very slow compared
to PRoBSY.Furthermore, by means of sampling only,

it is not easy to handle situations where the rule of
restricted choice applies.
The time complexity of PROBSY
only depends on the
number of disjunctions in the transformed condition,
not on the number of conjunctions. Whereas the time
complexity of DEALERdepends on both the number
of conjunctions and the number of disjunctions in the
original condition.
On the other hand DEALER
has some functionality
which is not supported by PROBSY.This is mainly
the ability to sample. PROBSY
Can however with some
care be extended to support sampling, because this feature is supported by the HUGINApplication Program
Interface. To extend PROBSY
with facilities
supporting sampling we have to handle evidence expressed as
a condition including disjunctions.
Conclusion
PROBSY
is well suited for bridge players to use for aftergame analysis. This is due to two reasons. The first
reason is that the system calculates the probability of
a condition very fast - usually less than a second on a
PC with an Intel Pentium processor. The easy specification of the input is the second reason. The user
interface eases the specification of the cards controlled
by declarer
and the communication
language
makesit
easyto specify
theevidence
andtheconditions.
Thesystemcan be extended
v~ithfeatures
suchas
sampling,
thepossibility
to specify
partnership
agreements,
anda better
support
forthespecification
of complexevidence.
The PROBSYapplication
and a manualwhichin detaildescribes
howto usethe systemcan be foundat
the following
URL:
http://m;w,

hug£n,

dk/probsy/
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